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North American Assortment

Ed Webster
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For most American climbers an excursion to the western mountain ranges of
North America is something of an institution. A once in a lifetime extravaganza
for some, a yearly, monthly, or weekend trip for others, a western climbing tour is
one of those time honoured traditions to look forward to with great expectation,
no matter how often the journey is undertaken. The mountain ranges, cliffs,
canyons and spires of western North America offer an endless assorunent of
worthwhile objectives, with something to suit the taste and abilities of every
climber or mountaineer.

The seasonal migration of American mountaineers to the western climbing
regions of North America dates back to the 1920s and 30s. New England climbers
in particular, having gained a wealth of experience in the European Alps, were
among the first to make a mark on western summits. Robert L. M. Underhill and
Kenneth Henderson on the E ridge of the Grand Teton in 1929, Fritz Wiessner
and William House on Mount Waddington in 1936, and Jack Durrance and
Harrison Butterworth on Devil's Tower in 1938 -...:... these and other noted ascents
secured New England mountaineers a lasting place in western climbing history.
Theirs was a legacy carved in the ice and snow and rock of the Wind River Range,
the Tetons, the Sierras and the Canadian Rockies.

Succeeding generations can only marvel at the prolific contributions made to
North American mountaineering by these New England climbers. The fact that
they first had to drive between 2000 and 3000 miles, over roads of often poor
quality, compared to today's super highways, lends an additional dimension to
their achievements. As a born and bred eastern climber myself, my own westward
climbing trip during the autumn of 1982 was nothing radically new or
unprecedented - especially when seen in the light of such a luminous historical
backdrop. My goal at that time, in addition to expanding my own North
American horizons, was to establish some modern variations on a venerable
theme. A climbing smorgasbord, that was the idea, with every region visited, and
each type of climbing different from the last.

Climbers have never been satisfied with old challenges. We search constantly
for an enlivening freshness and virtuosity in our climbing, that heightened sense
of awareness that comes from pushing the limits of personal ability. We aim for
what we term, 'better style', a goal that in my eyes I have always visualized as a
personal challenge, a higher standard where the gamble was just a little riskier,
the odds of failure greater, and the rewards of success naturally that much
sweeter.

Tearing loose for three months ofclimbing Out West (where there was some real
climbing!), I knew I would more than meet my match. I was, however, both a
pilgrim in one sense, and a connoisseur in another, having climbed in the west for
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the last eight years since I enrolled in college in Colorado in 1974. So, for the most
part, several of the locales were already quite familiar to me. Treading flowering
alpine tundra, front-pointing up seemingly endless snowfields, jamming strenu
ous desert cracks, plumbing deep canyons; I was going home. The distant, jagged
skyline of the Rockies was calling....

4 September, Pike's Peak, Colorado. Stormy weather has cleared, finally, to
reveal a sky so blue that it looks painted in place. We shell out the $4 per person
fee and drive up the Pike's Peak Auto Road to go do a climb 'up on the Peak'.
Today's goal, a 5.11 crack climb called the Flame, is a classic of the Pike's Peak
region, first led free by Jim Dunn in 1974.

We park at 4 lOOm and run down carpeted slopes of alpine flowers to reach the
climb's base - an unusual luxury, but one surely any rock climber can relate to!
But it looks like our luck may have already run out. To the north an armada of
threatening clouds assemble for the attack. Having just come from sea level, we
wonder how fast we can climb 5.11 at over 4000m ... probably not fast enough.

On the shadowed, north-facing wall of the cirque, an awesome, lOOm hand and
first crack splits a buttress known as the Sphinx. At first the crack shoots up
straight as an arrow, then it diagonals right for its upper half. But there is one
complicating factor: the wall, formed of some of the most exquisite, pink alpine
granite, overhangs gently from bottom to top. We have our work cut out. When
Bryan offers ever so graciously to lead the first pitch, the easier of the two, I recall
that he has done the route once before. My hunch that this will be a route I will
remember by the scars on the back of my hands is soon verified!

At the hanging belay atop the first lead the menacing thunderstorm bears down
on us, then just as suddenly flees east over the plains. With a burst of adrenalin
and a lot of heavy breathing, we thrash up the crux pitch, smearing blood on
sharp crystals of feldspar and quartz. Varying in width from lcm to 60cm, the
crack extracts our last ounces of strength and deposits us unceremoniously at a
notch. We climb tandem along an exposed ridge above, finally unroping in the
talus, sweaty, tired, bloody, and completely out of breath.

Grinning ear to ear, we slap each other's back, embracing like two prize fighters
who have just drawn a tie after the hardest fight of their lives. We have something
to celebrate, and later that evening we do, with Mexican food and beer. It is our
first hard climb together in two years.

10 September, Lonffs Peak and the Diamond, Colorado. The Diamond, the
precipitous, 300m E face of Long's Peak in Rocky Mountain National Park is a
goal eagerly sought after by many a climber. After acclimatizing on the 4300m
flanks of Pike's Peak, Bryan and I feel confident enough to attempt to free climb
the Diamond in a single day, car to car, via the Casual Route CV 5.10-) The
easiest, and hence most popular route on the face, it is none-the-less quite a
sustained climb, featuring multiple pitches of 5.9 and 5.10. Several parties, lured
on to the climb by the simplistic name, have come to grief on the notoriously
exposed traverse on pitch two.

It is, by any way you look at it, an unusual and challenging route, combining
parts of three separate Diamond climbs: DJ, Grand Traverse, and the Yellow
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Wall. Although the Diamond was first free climbed by Jim Logan and Wayne
Goss in 1975, it was not until 1977 that the Casual Route was strung together by
Duncan Ferguson and Chris Reevely. After Charlie Fowler free-soloed the clin1b
in the course of a couple of hours in 1978, its reputation as one of Colorado's
classic alpine rock routes was secured.

On the approach through Goblin Forest we meet Rich Perch, an acquaintance
of mine from years back. Rich is in the enviable position of having been a
climbing ranger at the Shawangunks in New York, the Tetons in Wyoming, and
now Rocky Mountain National Park. Today, with his charming companion
Celeste, he is patrolling the Keyhole, the tourist route up Long's Peak. Bryan and
I stare at each other knowingly; suddenly, being a national park ranger doesn't
look like such a bad job after all!

'You guys are gonna try to free climb the Diamond today?' Rich says noticeably
astonished. 'But it's already 7.30am!'

We heed his advice, and dash up the trail, gasping like two fish out of water,
towards Chasm Lake, the foot of the E face, and the Diamond. By early
afternoon, however, we have reached the start of the notorious traverse, two
pitches above Broadway, the large terrace which bisects the E face. Quite
unexpected, a little voice echoes across the encircling granite vastness, startling
me. It's Rich, our guardian angel, watching our snail-like progress from the
vantage point of Chasm View. In my mind's eye I imagine him preparing cheese
and crackers, uncorking a bottle of Liebfraumilch, and carefully filling Celeste's
glass to the rim. 'Forty feet higher, Ed, then left', directs the tiny voice, 'and
hurry! Thunderstorms in an hour!'

Our fate appears sealed. Leading on a single 9mm rope and hauling a light day
pack on a 7mm, we climb as rapidly as possible up wet, 5.9 cracks, but it is
useless. As predicted, calamitous booms of thunder reverberate across the face,
increasing our sense of urgency. 'I told you so .. !' chimes our watching angel,
taking another sip. What can we do? we are trapped, hands tied, in the middle ofa
vertical prison, committed to completion. During the remainder of the afternoon
four separate thunderstorms clash around us, but amazingly none come in for the
kill. Five pitches of crack climbing later, we crest at the boulder-strewn summit
of Long's at 7pm, and stumble like drunken sailors back to the car by midnight,
barely able to walk another step.

Early next morning, an eye blinks reluctantly open. It is raining. We are
sleeping in the mud, but my smile is pure satisfaction.

12 September. Devil's Tower, Wyoming. In the last few years seve~al of the most
arduous crack climbs in America have been established on the striking profile of
Devil's Tower in the remote NE corner ofWyoming. Routes like Accident Victim
(5.11 + ) by Australian Kim Carrigan, and Objective Catharsis, Digital Extraction,
and Brokedown Palace, all 5.12s, by Steve Hong and Mark Sonnenfeld. Hong's
latest triumph, a free ascent of Seam Stress (5.12+) is clirrently the hardest free
climb in the state.

An old friend of mine from college, Steve had suggested repeatedly a trip to
Devil's Tower, but it had always seemed too far away, and out of the mainstream.
Now, four years later, the opportunity for a visit has finally presented itself.
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Above rolling grasslands and verdant pine forests, the tower breaks the monotony
of the horizon with a startling show of defiance. Later, standing at its base,
transfixed by some of the most aesthetic and impressive crack systems I've ever
seen, I sincerely regret not having said yes to Steve's overtures.

After registering for the climb at the National Monument Headquarters, a
simple required formality, Bryan and I flip through the guidebook and select a
classic 5.10 jam crack, the McCarthy West Face Variation. Like many of its kin,
this former aid route has been recently resurrected into a free climb of con
siderable repute.

Our hopes of breaking ourselves in easily vanish within the first 3m. Except for
jam cracks in Canyonlands, Utah and in Yosemite Valley, I have rarely met a crack
climb as sustained and technical as this one. Each jam is just as hard, or harder
than the last, and the rock is dead on vertical. The gargantuan rack of stoppers,
hexes, and friends dwindle rapidly. So does my forearm strength, at an equally
accelerated rate. Then, 1.5m shy of the belay, the rope runs out: welcome to
Devil's Tower!

16-19 September. Mt. Robson, British Columbia, Canada. I glance nervously
to my right, across the Eiger-like Emperor Face. Bands of shattered limestone
slice across the 65° snow and ice slope. One of them blocks the next 3m above me.
In a split second my mind comes to grips with the implications of a fall. One
thousand eight hundred metres below, Berg Lake sparkles milky green, an
iceberg floating placidly in its centre. I am climbing unroped. 'It's only one
move!' Bryan yells encouragingly from above, 'then it's easy!' Some consolation!
If I fall off, it's curtains. I'd never be able to self-arrest on this slope. The rope is
stowed conveniently in Bryan's pack, but he is 60m higher and will not descend to
give me a belay.

Seven calf-destroying hours of snow and ice climbing, some up to 70°, have
taken us here from our tent at Berg Lake. Following a new direct variation up the
lower reaches of the Emperor Face, we are now nearing the top of the N Face
ice-field. We have yet to use the rope, preferring instead to solo lOOm or so apart.
In this way, we hope to attain Robson's summit in a single day.

Sixty metres higher, above my immediate obstacle, the limestone band, Bryan
looks down at me reassuringly, then resumes the task in hand of gaining the
Emperor Ridge at the top of the face. He is the finest ice climber I have ever seen.
Calmly self-assured, and climbing with a single axe, he appears just as relaxed as
though he were back strolling along the beach in New Jersey, instead of climbing
the N face of Mount Robson, unroped.

I balance up to the limestone band. The picks of my axes bounce off rock
buried beneath a scant lOcm of loose snow. My mind begins to register the
insanity of the situation. I feel like a shipwrecked sailor on a desert island who has
just seen a ship go by - abandoned. And I can hardly contain my anger at Bryan,
for not waiting for me and getting out the rope. Fear and anger are my worst
enemies and I suppress them at once. Gingerly and then with an increasing,
malicious force, I carve two, tiny nicks into the limestone with the front points of
my left crampon. Brian signals: muscles react; the two front points hold in the
limestone; I'm alive and the moves are behind me. Five minutes pass like an
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eternity; my breathing and adrenalin flow slow to near normal and I continue.
Excited yet exhausted we wade through windslab to the' Emperor Ridge, much
higher up.

What a fantastic, unearthly sight greets our eyes! The gargoyles, huge ISm to
25m cornices, grace the ridge like a snowy cock's comb. Fifty years ago, two early
pioneers of North American mountaineering, Robert Underhill and Lincoln
O'Brien, very nearly scaled this ridge, but were thwarted by soft, unstable snow.
Success eluded them only l50m short of the summit, rougWy at the point where
we are standing. I try to picture what it must have been like to retreat down that
ridge.

Getting out our 9mm rope, we put it on at last and tread along the dragon's
back towards the summit, still five pitches away. Threading the rope in and out of
cornices gives only the vaguest hint of security, but it's better than nothing. At
7pm we top out on the highest peak in British Columbia, agog at our good fortune
with the weather, which has been brilliant for two days. That we scaled the entire
2300111 face in just a single day does not quite seem possible, yet here we are,
shaking hands, grinning ear to ear, and alive and well. Savouring each and every
moment, we exist. Life, our companionship, and the climb intermingle to
become Art.

Following a chilly bivouac 300m lower, morning dawns clear, and we descend.
We solo down Conrad Kain's original 1913 route of ascent, negotiate two
tottering ice-falls, rappel nervously from ice bollards, and hobble like war
veterans back to camp.

21-25 September. The Bugaboo Spires, Canada. After Robson, we decided
that climbs of a more relaxing nature are in order. And before them, a trip to
Radium Hotsprings! Next we pack the amenities of civilization, including
Bryan's Gibson guitar, up to the Conrad Kain Hut. Only six climbers are there,
and one, quite coincidentally, is an English climber whom I know. We reminisce
about past climbing experiences over endless cups of tea, English of course, that
Derek claims he had to 'smuggle' into the country. 'But I'm allergic to your
inferior brands!' he insists.

Bryan and I soon discover how sorely out of date the available Bugaboo
guidebook is. Many of the routes listed as having aid have now been done all free,
or nearly free, as in the case of the magnificent E face of Bugaboo Spire. During
the course of a rest day we map out several classics to do in the coming days,
providing, of course, that the weather clears.

The sky, like a slate, is wiped clean overnight. We run up the Kraus/McCarthyl
Rupley, a 5.9, on Snowpatch, then the exhilarating W ridge of Pigeon, a classic
5.4. But after dashing up the NE ridge of Bugaboo Spire, an exceptionally
popular 5.8, on the following day, an ominous storm clouds the western horizon.

Back in the hut, a local climber from Invermere claims that there are only two
months of the year in which to climb in the Canadian Rockies - July and
September, 'and this storm will probably end September a few days early for us'.

Having enjoyed our briefsampling ofBugaboo granite, a rock as high in quality
as that found in Yosemite or Chamonix, we return to the hot springs in Radium,
bid fond farewell, and leave for Colorado.
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3 October. Eldorado Canyon, Colorado. Eight miles south of Boulder,
Colorado, in Eldorado Springs Canyon, one of America's leading climbing
centres, I team with Mark Sonnenfeld. Mark conducts me on a tour ofsome of the
canyon's newest - and most frightening - free climbs. Fire & Ice (5.12) looks
gymnastically hard, but Scary Canary, a dangerous 5.12, looks absolutely death
defying: another creation of Roger Briggs, who led the first ascent. Mark
mentions that he has led the initial pitch once; 'Enough for this lifetime', he says.

One of Eldorado's most exhilarating new routes is the Daub-Griffith (5.11) on
Redgarden Wall, ascended by two young climbers, Eric Daub and Christian
Griffith. Pretentiously named or not, on few other Eldorado climbs does one have
more air below one's feet, perhaps only on the Naked Edge. And to me, the whole
issue that bolts and fixed protection were placed on rappel is, at least in this case,
overridden by the high quality and unlikelihood of the climb itself.

We step left on to a bare arete, fearsomely exposed, and follow it upward for
two pitches, tracing the knife sharp, left edge of the Super Slab. Buffeted by the
ever present wind, poised high above the canyon's colourful, sandstone abyss, the
climb ends all too soon. And certainly this is the hallmark of any classic climb.

22 October. The Black Canyon, Colorado. Finding climbing partners is not
always the easiest task. This is especially true when your destination is the Black
Canyon of the Gunnison River on Colorado's western slope, or the Canyonlands
of Utah. Poison ivy, rotten rock and loose blocks make many climbers wary of
these areas, so some form of coercion, either subtle or occasionally forceful, is
often necessary when proposing a potential visit.
. 'Look Chester', I begin, eyeing my chosen candidate, Chester Dreiman. 'I
guarantee that you'll never forget this trip: first we'll go to the Black Canyon, do a
few new climbs, then head to Canyonlands. OK?' I pause, waiting for his
response. He is thinking. 'Well... .'

'We can even take my truck', I volunteer, smelling success.
'Yes!!' Chester quits his job the very next morning, and my promise to him is

easily kept. Walking along the N rim of the Black Canyon, the slow, ghostly roar
of the river 600m below pounds in our ears. I can feel the exhilaration of my friend
who is seeing the awesome depths of the Black Canyon in the moonlight, no less,
for the very first time. Little did we know that we would be seeing a lot more of the
canyon in the moonlight, since we were benighted on climbs there the next three
days in a row!

When I mentioned to Chester back in Boulder that I had never done more than
three Black Canyon routes on the same trip, he had scoffed at the idea. But after
our third consecutive climb, a new route, Chester knew better: one route at a time
in the Black Canyon was plenty.

We are the only climbers within the entire 45 mile length of the canyon.
Following the usual poison ivy ridden descent down aptly named SOB Gully, we
scale a large, uncJimbed buttress on the left, encountering pitch after pitch of
excellent 5.9 free climbing. Finger cracks, an undercling traverse, a huge
dihedral. The route has great variety, then comes the crux: a straight-in, lightning
bolt crack up a blank, 95° wall.

When we think we have reached the canyon rim and safety, we have not. We
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are marooned on top of an immense island of rock, adrift in the centre of the
canyon. Disheartened, we rappel into a notch and thrash up a fierce scree gully
back to the campground, exhausted. The name of the climb? Escape Artist (Ill
5.11).

3 November. Canyonlands, Utah. Near the Island in the Sky, a high plateau in
a remote section of Canyonlands National Park in Utah, lies Monster Tower, a
200m Wingate sandstone spire. We drive around a corner, bouncing down a four
wheel drive road. That must be it. It is huge, monstrous! Has it ever even been
climbed? I don't know. I have only seen a picture of it once, in an old issue of
Summit Magazine. Maybe it never has been climbed... ?

Dawn breaks. At 6.30am we stumble up the long talus cone. The look in
Chester's eyes is wild; he has never climbed in the desert before. Above the spire,
the moon hovers magically, one day past full. In the east an orange glow lights the
morning sky. The sun leaps above the horizon, and in an instant we are sweating.
Footsteps and idle conversation shatter the pervasive, ear-ringing silence.
Intruders in an alien land, we feel like the first astronauts to visit Mars.

We choose a route ascending a series of cracks and dihedrals on the S face,
partly because the line appears feasible, but also because it will be warmer in the
sun. The cracks are both dusty and strenuous, and we dislodge literally tons of
loose rock. Stopping to drill five bolts to protect a long offwidth crack slows us
down, too, as do two 5.10 corners above. Then two moderate pitches of
chimneying make us look and feel like a couple of chimney sweeps. But do we
have time to finish, though? The sun has nearly set. ...

A small letdown. Chester discovers two bolts and a rappel sling. So the tower
has been scaled before, but when, and by whom?

As the sun sinks towards the mesa, I climb frantically up the final pitch. It will
not go free. Up come the pitons. I aid 6m on knife-blades, then hurry to a ledge
3m from the summit. Two more bolts, sun-bleached goldline slings, and a rusted,
steel carabiner. Now I am really dying with curiosity; who was up here, I wonder?

Chester follows, savouring the sun's last golden rays, and leaving the aid pitons
to be retrieved on rappel. He scrambles the last feet to the large, flat crest, and I
follow. Bolted in place is a small archive, a round, fly fishing tin. I cannot unscrew
the top, then momentarily it yields. Inside is a scrap of paper and a tiny stub of a
pencil. Barely able to restrain our emotions, I unfold the paper. The sun sets pink
upon the distant, snow clad La Sal Mountains.

MONSTER TOWER - First Ascent
Layton Kor, Larry Dalke & Cub Schaeffer
December 26, 1963, two days climbing time.

We dance and whoop and yell like madmen. No one has been up here in 19
years! With darkness pressing upon us, we record our n"ames and ascent in the
register, and take the rusty carabiner as a souvenir.

The Diamond on Long's Peak, Devil's Tower, the N face of Mt. Robson, the
Bugaboo Spires, the Black Canyon of the Gunnison River, the Canyonlands of
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Utah ... I had had more than enough adventures in the past three months to
satiate me for quite a while. It was time to head home to New Hampshire. Already
I felt tinges ofnostalgia, even though our last climb, the second ascent ofMonster
Tower, had been concluded only the night before. Entranced by the elemental
beauty of the desert, by its stark, rare beauty, harsh and seemingly timeless, we
left the Island in the Sky in silence. And I realized that these many climbs had
given me a feeling for my own place in eternity, and I wondered. Holding Kor's
rusty carabiner in my hand, I turned it over and over, pondering the frail, human
side of climbing, and our struggling efforts to co-exist with nature, for however
brief a time. And I wondered. Generation after generation, climbers had always
aimed as high as they dared. No goal was too remote, unfathomable, or
unattainable. And I knew. That was really all you could do in life. Your best.
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